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Contemplating Edges
When this issue of SAR Now was drafted
some months ago, my President’s
Message focused on SAR’s interest in
the places “where edges meet,” to steal
a phrase from the writer Anne Fadiman.
Little did I imagine that we would soon
be grappling with a crisis that has taken
us beyond the realm of most living
people’s experience in the developed
world: a pandemic that tests the strength
of every institution in our society.
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Beyond Borders: Addressing the Global Refugee Crisis and Ongoing US/Mexico
Immigration Issues through the Lens of the Arts and Social Sciences
“I have probably done some of my best thinking at SAR, taking long walks around campus while communing with the landscape
and the occasional coyote. . . . The intellectual environment at SAR coupled with the amazing Santa Fe community is like no
other place on earth.” — Jason De León

NEW MEXICO IN THE TIME
OF INFLUENZA

O

Speaking

as an
anthropologist, I
find that the arrival of COVID-19 has led me
to understand more viscerally the experience
of people caught in a collision of social worlds.
Indigenous peoples throughout history
have been confronted by wave after wave
of diseases borne by colonists and other
incoming populations. Medical historians have
estimated that these epidemics cumulatively
produced Indigenous mortality in the range of
90–95 percent. The human loss is so horrifying
that one easily forgets the parallel loss of
knowledge and sophisticated institutions
that had served people well for millennia.
During my years working with the Awajún,
an Amazonian people as proud and
courageous as any in the world, I was
constantly struck by their intense fear of
infectious disease. This was doubtless a
cultural memory of the experiences of their
parents and grandparents, many of whom
perished during epidemics of measles,
tuberculosis, and influenza. An effect of this
was enthusiastic compliance when Peruvian
vaccination teams visited Awajún settlements.

A number of SAR alumni have written
trenchantly about the social impact of
epidemics throughout the world, and I’ll be
inviting them to share their knowledge with
you in the coming weeks and months. This
is an expression of SAR’s commitment to
making the expertise of our scholars and
artists available to members by electronic
means during this time of social distancing.
Our recent turn to livestreaming is just one
example of making our programs accessible
via technology in this uncertain time.
Continuing to be a resource for our
members and the community is central to
SAR’s mission of promoting creative thought
and innovative artistic expression. We’re
rising to the challenges of the moment but
also looking forward to the day when we
will again be able to serve our members
face to face. I hope you’ll join us in our
continuing efforts to engage and educate
the public by bringing the insights of the
nation’s best social scientists to Santa Fe.

Michael F. Brown
President
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THE HOSTILE TERRAIN 94 EXHIBIT INCLUDES APPROXIMATELY 3,200 HANDWRITTEN TOE TAGS
REPRESENTING THOSE WHO HAVE DIED CROSSING THE SONOR AN DESERT

In

2013 SAR hosted anthropologist
Jason De León as a Weatherhead
fellow. During his nine months on campus,
De León completed much of his 2015
publication The Land of Open Graves: Living
and Dying on the Migrant Trail. Based on
ethnographic, archaeological, and forensic
research along the US/Mexico border, De
León takes readers on a journey through
the Sonoran desert, following the lives and
deaths of undocumented migrants.
The book received the 2016 Margaret Mead
Award and SAR’s 2017 J. I. Staley Prize, but
De León refuses to rest. “I have always
worried about getting stale,” he says,
“so I find that I am constantly trying to
reinvent myself.” De León and his team at
the Undocumented Migration Project
located in Los Angeles have spent the last
two years developing an exhibition to bring
their research to a new public. “The scale
and approach of our new exhibit, Hostile
Terrain 94, is completely outside of any
project that I have ever undertaken. I have
loved the challenge of trying to realize a
global exhibition across 150 locations
simultaneously that has the potential to
directly connect with (and educate)
thousands of people on five continents.”
To honor this work and further the
conversation, SAR, in partnership with the
Center for Contemporary Arts Santa Fe
(CCA) and SITE Santa Fe, has organized
Beyond Borders, a series of exhibits and
public programs addressing the global
refugee crisis and ongoing US/Mexico
immigration issues through the lens of the
arts and social sciences. A Santa Fe
installation of Hostile Terrain 94 at CCA
(July 2020) launches the international
initiative with other versions of the exhibit
to appear through October in locations
as diverse as Des Moines, Iowa; São
Paulo, Brazil; and Berlin, Germany. “Santa
Fe is where I wrote my first book on

H U M A N I T Y.

immigration,” De León notes, “and it is
a place that has continuously inspired me.
Moreover, New Mexico is a border state
that has increasingly been pulled into the
discussion about undocumented migration
from Mexico and we see it as a natural
location to start new conversations.”
Central to the installation is a twenty-footlong map of the Arizona/Mexico border
articulated with approximately 3,200
handwritten toe tags that represent
recovered bodies of people who have died
crossing the US/Mexico border through the
Sonoran Desert between the mid-1990s
and 2020. SAR and CCA are working with
local partners, including student groups from
New Mexico School for the Arts, to install
the exhibit. De León describes how the
interactive aspect is part of the message,
“I want visitors to bear witness to a global
migration crisis that has claimed the lives of
thousands of people while also allowing
them to stand in solidarity with migrants. By
writing out the names of the dead, we want
visitors to feel like they are collaborating
with us while also breathing momentary life
into the toe tags that represent those who
have died while seeking a better life.”
To emphasize the importance of the social
sciences within this ongoing discussion,

n March 11, 2020, New Mexico
reported its first three cases of
COVID-19, which had already
infected 1,215 other Americans. Having
anticipated arrival of the virus, Governor
Michelle Lujan Grisham declared a
statewide public health emergency and
took steps to address the emerging crisis.
When flu swept across the eastern
seaboard in 1918, New Mexico denied
that it could ever take hold here. The
state had built an entire industry based
on belief in the healing powers of its high
and dry climate, which many thought
conferred immunity from tuberculosis
and other maladies. So why should New
Mexicans fear the flu? That indeed was
the message in an article titled “Spanish
Influenza,” published in the Santa Fe New
Mexican on September 28, 1918:
With our salubrious atmosphere and great
distance from disease-infected ports, there
is little likelihood that the Southwest will
be visited by the epidemical malady.

// continued on page 3

the partners of Beyond Borders are
offering several ways to explore a range of
perspectives, including “MacArthur Fellows
in Conversation” ( July 18, 2020) with
Jason De León and Steven Feld (SAR senior
scholar). The two will discuss how scholars
can bring social science research to new
audiences. On August 21, 2020, SAR
presents a Beyond Borders symposium with
four prominent scholars exploring topics
from the experiences of youth in the
immigration system to the ethical and legal
responsibilities of first responders working
along the border.
Bridging the arts and social sciences through
Beyond Borders continues SAR’s dedication to
pushing intellectual and creative boundaries.
Generous support provided by the Beyond Borders
partners and the MacArthur Foundation.

US/MEXICO BORDER, TAKEN AS PART OF THE
UNDOCUMENTED MIGRATION PROJECT

U N D E R S TA N D I N G

O U R

Learn more about the
Beyond Borders programs at
sarweb.org/beyond-borders-2020
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On the Delhi Metro: Urban Landscape,
Transport Infrastructure, and Social Mobility

RISE: Cultural Preservation in the 21st Century

Current resident scholar Rashmi Sadana says that she probably would not have
considered writing about Delhi, the third largest megacity in the world, if not for the
Delhi Metro, an ultra-modern, high-tech, and highly surveilled urban rail system and
South Asia’s first major multiline metro.

A‘ AHU KINO LAU (DIVINE VESSELS), INSTALLATION OF WORKS BY MARQUES HANALEI MARZAN

Each
WOMEN WAIT TO BOARD THE LADIES’ COACH OF THE DELHI METRO, USUALLY THE FIRST
COACH OF EACH TR AIN

Dr.

Sadana is an associate professor in
the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at George Mason University
and one of this year’s Weatherhead fellows
at SAR. Her project, “Gender, Urban Space,
and Everyday Life in the Age of the Delhi
Metro, 2002–2018,” asks how the metro
affects the nearly three million people who
use it and how women and men of different
classes interact in its newly created spaces.

DR . R ASHMI SADANA,
2019–2020 WEATHERHEAD FELLOW

About 75 percent of the Delhi Metro is
above ground; this uniqueness stimulated
Sadana’s imagination. “When you’re riding
the metro,” she says, “you’re seeing the city
in a completely new way.” After observing
Delhi from the trains and interviewing
architects, urban planners, and fellow
passengers, Sadana came to understand
the metro as an example of “aspirational
planning” that not only represents people’s
ideas about “middle-class modernity,” but
also translates those ideas into experiences.
The metro’s blue line, for example, came
to be associated with the students and
middle-class families it served. Advertising
promoted the metro as safer for women,
and “ladies’ coaches” were set aside for
their use. People of all classes ride the
metro, says Sadana, and its effects on the
neighborhoods it joins are not uncomplicated,
but “for a lot of people who may not have
access to other forms of global modernity
and middle-class mobility, the metro is
something that they can actually step into”
every day. By showing how a megaproject
like the Delhi Metro changes ordinary
people’s lives and aspirations, Sadana’s work
highlights the contradictions of middle-class
modernity in India and around the world.

Watch Sadana’s presentation on SAR’s YouTube channel, sarsf.info/youtube

spring the Indian Arts Research
Center (IARC) hosts a series
of presentations exploring an important
trend or theme in Native American arts
and culture. This year, the series invited
attendees on a journey beyond local
Pueblo communities to shed light on the
many remarkable ways Indigenous-based
cultural preservation, promotion, and
revival are happening nationally. From
Indigenous language revitalization efforts to
the changing contemporary art scene in
Hawai’i, “RISE: Cultural Preservation in
the 21st Century” asked how Indigenous
communities are working to ensure that
their history, cultural heritage, and current
artistic practices are represented with

“

respect, and how they are able to thrive and
grow for future generations.

MAILE ANDR ADE,
2012 DOBKIN NATIVE ARTIST FELLOW

CULTURAL PRESERVATION IN INDIGENOUS

COMMUNITIES IS HAPPENING ON MANY LEVELS AND IN
A MULTITUDE OF WAYS NATIONALLY. THIS YEAR’S SERIES
WAS MEANT TO PROVIDE POINTS OF INSPIRATION,
FOOD FOR THOUGHT, AND SUPPORT FOR LOCAL

”

COMMUNITIES WHO ARE PUSHING FORWARD WITH
THEIR OWN POWERFUL PRESERVATION EFFORTS.
—Elysia Poon, IARC director

Both events were filmed and are now available online at sarsf.info/youtube

2020 J. I. Staley Prize Awarded to a Powerful Examination of Life, Death,
and Care among Inuit Communities
that exemplifies outstanding scholarship and
writing in anthropology. The award recognizes
innovative works that go beyond traditional
frontiers and dominant schools of thought in
anthropology and add new dimensions to
our understanding of the human species. It
honors books that cross subdisciplinary
boundaries within anthropology and reach
out in new and expanded interdisciplinary
directions.

“This courageous humanistic work is well worth a close and critical read, for the
simple reason that its author, Lisa Stevenson, addresses one of the most important
contemporary healthcare issues in the Canadian North—that of suicide—and along
the way challenges the reader through what has been termed welfare colonialism
and the continued struggles with a bureaucratic legacy determined by historical
state structure and policy.” —American Anthropologist

Lisa

Stevenson’s Life Beside Itself
examines two historical moments
among the Inuit of northern Canada: a
tuberculosis epidemic in the mid-twentieth
century and an epidemic of suicides among
Inuit youth today. Stevenson demonstrates
how the Canadian state’s approach to care
is in both cases shaped by a biomedical
model inattentive to the realities of
Inuit life in a settler colonial context.
Although well-meaning and carried out
by dedicated professionals, conventional
biomedical care that seeks to extend life
at all costs ignores the kind of life being
preserved. Through richly textured analysis,

Stevenson shows how suicide prevention
programs disregard what makes life
worthwhile to Inuit people. Her evocative
prose takes risks, asking readers to dwell
alongside the author as she slowly reveals
how to listen differently to her interlocutors.
Life Beside Itself deftly weaves together
ethnography, archival voice recordings, and
images to raise new questions about life,
death, and care.
Lisa Stevenson is an associate professor in
the Department of Anthropology at McGill
University, where she teaches courses on
medical and psychological anthropology,

violence and subjectivity, narrative and
anthropology, social and political theory,
ethnographic film, the Inuit, and the
Canadian Arctic. She received a PhD in
anthropology from the University of
California, Berkeley (2005).

Since 1988, SAR has presented the annual
J. I. Staley Prize to a living author for a book

By recognizing groundbreaking books and
their authors through the J. I. Staley Prize,
SAR seeks to stimulate the best in
anthropological research and writing.
Authors other than anthropologists are
eligible to receive the prize if their work has
had a significant impact on scholars and
practitioners in the field of anthropology.
Purchase Life Beside Itself and explore all
of our Staley Prize winners at
sarsf.info/staley.
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New Mexico in the Time of Influenza
Two weeks later, the 1918 flu claimed its first
victim in Santa Fe. Within a few days, cases
there skyrocketed to 175. Albuquerque
physicians, who had previously claimed that
the greatest danger from the flu was the
panic it caused, changed their tune when
cases began to multiply in their city. Doctors
warned the public to “avoid crowds, wash
your hands frequently, and cover your mouth
and nose when you sneeze.” Sound familiar?
On October 18, Governor Washington
Lindsey ordered the immediate closure of all
courts, public schools, and churches. Public
assemblies were forbidden. For the “First
Time in Centuries, the City of the Holy Faith
will say its Prayers at Home,” announced the

SOUTHWESTERN PRESBYTERIAN
SANATORIUM, ALBUQUERQUE
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Santa Fe New Mexican. As cases increased,
St. Vincent Sanatorium in Santa Fe “threw
open its portals and placed patients in every
nook and corner.”
By November 2, an estimated 15,255 flu
cases, with 1,055 related deaths, had been
reported. But the final numbers remained
unknown, for New Mexico lacked a vital
records department. It was also the only
state in the country without a department
of public health. With fifty tuberculosis
sanatoriums, it had a health system geared
toward the out-of-state health seeker.
Two years earlier, the American Medical
Association had published the results of a
nationwide assessment of public health. Out
of one thousand points, New Mexico was
the only state to receive a score of zero. As
one Chicago physician commented, “New
Mexico sells health, but does not know
whether she herself is healthy or not.” The
state would soon find out.
Just prior to the fall outbreak, during the
summer of 1918, several hundred New
Mexico men, about to enter the military,
had tested positive for tuberculosis. In an
effort to find treatment for them, Governor
Lindsey contacted sanatoriums throughout
the state, but the beds were full.

SANTA FE’S ST. VINCENT SANATORIUM, WHICH TREATED PATIENTS DURING THE 1918 FLU

Distressed by the lack of health care for
local residents, Governor Lindsey appealed
to US Surgeon General Rupert Blue, who
sent Dr. John W. Kerr from the US Public
Health Service to conduct a statewide
survey. He arrived on September 16, 1918.
Five days later, the first flu case was reported
at the Army Sanatorium at Fort Bayard,
northeast of Silver City, New Mexico. The
flu also swept through the US Public Health
Service Sanatorium at Fort Stanton, west of
Lincoln, New Mexico, infecting nearly half of
its three hundred patients. Dr. Kerr took a
break from his survey to coordinate relief
efforts. By December 2, the epidemic had

2020 Dobkin Native Artist Fellow Explores
Climate Change Impacts on Source Materials
SAR welcomes Leah Mata Fragua as the
2020 Eric and Barbara Dobkin Native
artist fellow.

While

at SAR Mata Fragua is
constructing a Northern
Chumash dress: “I envisioned doing a dress
because we use so many resources and
because the resources are in danger. I want
the work to have a visceral reaction, to cue
viewers to think about how serious these
issues are.” Mata Fragua, whose work often
involves foraging and other ways of sourcing
materials from nature, says that she has seen
environmental degradation firsthand over
her lifetime. Mata Fragua’s dress will “have
elements of fire and water rising. Those are

two things in particular that are impacting
my community.” Regardless of her medium,
she sees her work as a reflection on place
and the importance of honoring one’s
homeland. “As someone who grew up with
traditional teachings that underscore how I
am responsible for my homeland and that I
am supposed to be a good steward of my
homeland—I take that very seriously.”
Mata Fragua often spends hours researching
sources to determine which makers or
providers are the most ethically sound;
she hopes to encourage other artists to
think about it as well. “I want people to
understand that so much of the work is
about relationship building with your
community and with the environment and
keeping a balance.”

Artist Talk // Thursday, May 21, 5:30 p.m., presented remotely via YouTube Live

“As for today’s coronavirus outbreak,” says
Nancy Owen Lewis, SAR scholar-in-residence
and author of Chasing the Cure in New Mexico:
Tuberculosis and the Quest for Health, “I am
thankful we have a public health department.
Like the 1918 flu, this pandemic shall pass.”

SAR Upcoming Events
For detailed event information & registration
visit sarweb.org
In this time of social distancing, we are
presenting a wide range of programs that can
be enjoyed remotely. Along with lectures and
artist talks, SAR will be offering a selection of
webinars and scholar-led online conversations
as the season evolves. Head to sarweb.org to
see the most up-to-date offerings and to stay
involved from home.

Marks events that SAR is livestreaming
via YouTube, no password required. All events
are mountain daylight time.
IARC Speaker Series: “The Language Warrior’s
Manifesto: Indigenous Language, Culture, and
Art in Motion” with Anton Treuer
Date:
March 4
		
Now available to watch online at
		sarsf.info/youtube
IARC Speaker Series: “He Alo A He Alo:
Face to Face, Conversations with the
Ancestors” with Maile Andrade and
Marques Hanalei Marzan
Date:
March 11
		
Now available to watch online at
		sarsf.info/youtube
Creative Thought Forum: “Turning the Lens:
Brazil’s Kayapo Communities’ Use of the
Warrior Image” with Glenn Shepard
Date:
March 26
		
Now available to watch online at
		sarsf.info/youtube
Creative Thought Forum: “What It Takes to
Solve America’s IT Skills Gap” with
Ankur Gopal
Date:
April 9
		
Now available to watch online at
		sarsf.info/youtube
SAR Member Conversation: “Drinking Practice
and Politics in Chaco Canyon” with
Patricia Crown
Date:
April 28, 2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Location: Join us online.
		
Open to SAR members.
		
Learn more at sarweb.org

CHUMASH DRESS CREATED BY LEAH MATA FR AGUA. MATERIALS INCLUDE ELK HIDE,
ABALONE SHELLS, OLIVE SHELLS, PINE NUTS, AND COMMERCIAL DYE. COMPLETED 2017.

waned and quarantines were lifted. Kerr
resumed his survey, which presented a
sobering picture of health in New Mexico,
and he urged the state to establish a public
health department. His report formed the
basis of a bill creating a Department of
Health, which Governor Octaviano Larrazolo
signed into law on March 19, 1919.

Anne Ray Intern Colloquium: Amanda Sorensen
and Erin Monique Grant
Date:
May 6, Noon
Location: Join us online at sarsf.info/youtube

Raven Comes Full Circle, a Conversation
with Fashion Designer Dorothy Grant
Presented in partnership with the New Mexico
State Committee for the National Museum of
Women in the Arts (NMC-NMWA)
Date:
May 14, 5:30 p.m.
Location: Join us online.
For details contact Lindsay Archuleta,
		archuleta @sarsf.org
Artist Talk: Leah Mata Fragua
Generous support for this fellowship and talk
provided by Eric and Barbara Dobkin
Date:
May 21, 5:30 p.m.
Location: Join us online at sarsf.info/youtube
Cocktails and Conversations: Honoring Three
Years of the Creative Thought Forum
Date:
June 12, 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Location: Join us for a virtual event with a
		
live auction and more.
		
Visit sarweb.org for details or
		
contact Lindsay Archuleta,
		archuleta @sarsf.org
Summer Salon: Women on the Santa Fe Trail—
Santa Fe and St. Louis Connections with
Frances Levine
Presented in partnership with Historic Santa Fe
Foundation (HSFF)
Date:
July 14, 2:00 p.m.
Location: Join us online.
		
Visit sarweb.org for more
		information
Cost:
Suggested donations encouraged:
		
$5, $10, $25, or $50
Exhibit Opening: Hostile Terrain 94
Date:
July 17, 6:00 p.m.
Location: Center for Contemporary Arts
		
Santa Fe
		
1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe
Cost:
Free
MacArthur Fellows in Conversation with
Jason De León and Steven Feld
Date:
July 18, 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Location: SITE Santa Fe and livestreamed
		
1606 Paseo de Peralta, Santa Fe
Cost:
Free
Beyond Borders Symposium
Date:
August 21, 10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Location: Eric S. Dobkin Boardroom, SAR
		
and livestreamed
Cost:
$50 SAR members
		
$75 not-yet-members
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How Lemon Bars Launched an Ongoing Love Affair with SAR: A Volunteer Profile
Volunteering has always been a part of Donna Berg’s life. She jokes that as a young girl
growing up in eastern Tennessee, “it was sort of like if you hadn’t been volunteering at
the hospital for the last hundred years, well then we’re not speaking to you.” She adds,
“It was just part of the family, being involved in the community and choosing what part
of the community you think is interesting and supporting that area.”

2019–2020 ANNE R AY INTERN ERIN MONIQUE GR ANT AND VOLUNTEER DONNA BERG

When

she and her husband moved
to northern New Mexico
in 1980, Donna Berg knew she had found a
community she could support. She got to know
SAR through a friend who suggested she
attend some of the school’s well-respected
field trips. “I remember we went to the
White Sands Missile Range with archaeologist
Karl Laumbach. People were calling from all

over the United States to get on that trip
because you just couldn’t get in there in
those days. SAR could go places that no one
else had access to because of their reputation
and because of the people who were
guiding the tours. And Leslie Shipman (now
SAR’s director of guest services) packed
homemade meals for everyone. Her lemon
bars were the coveted prize at each lunch.”

The joy of learning about cultural heritage in
situ has continued to drive Donna’s interest
in Southwest archaeology, anthropology,
and history: “I have kind of an addiction to
learning. I had to have new shelves built
for all my Southwest archaeology books.
I have hundreds of them now. And I go to
talks, professional meetings, and classes.
Sometimes people tell me things and I
think, why didn’t someone tell me that forty
years ago?”
When she retired from her thirty-six-year
career at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Donna discovered the Indian Arts Research
Center docent training. Now she does
double duty: she leads public tours of the
nearly twelve thousand works of Native
American art at the IARC, and she guides
visitors on tours of SAR’s historic estate. “I
love taking people into the administration
building and showing them the historic
images of the zaguan before they put the
glass doors in the hallway. I like to imagine
coming out of that living room, maybe a
little tipsy during one of the White sisters’
well-known parties, and stumbling down
those steps and into that beautiful garden.
I think there were a lot of things that
happened here that we don’t even know
about. For me, the spirit of the place is sort
of embodied in that living room area [now
SAR’s boardroom].”
What excites Donna about SAR now? “I
love seeing all the work being done to
preserve the historic estate. We are so
lucky to have these grounds, and people

really notice. They notice the brickwork and
the stonework and how areas are manicured.
It is expensive to keep a historic property
intact, and SAR is working hard to maintain
and honor it.”

ACOMA PUEBLO POTTERY IN THE IARC
COLLECTION, VAULT 1

Donna won’t be slowing down anytime
soon. “I still love starting IARC tours.
Standing at the entrance of the IARC, with
the vault behind you, you can see this
wonderful view of all of those shelves with
all those pots. There is something about that
moment that people feel like they are
getting to witness something special. Really,
with everything online these days, there
is magic in experiencing works of art in
person. When you first go in the vaults
there is a wow factor that you don’t get
with other museum tours, and then you go
in, and it is full of these amazing stories.”
Gift family and friends
an IARC collections tour or
SAR historic estate tour. Gift cards available
at 505-954-7205 or iarc@sarsf.org

S C H O O L F O R A DVA N C E D R E S E A R C H N E W S

We look forward to seeing
you online and back on campus
660 Garcia Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico

NOW MORE THAN EVER
With your support, SAR
continues to be a resource
for scholars, artists, and the
intellectually curious.
All donors to SAR are eligible for
member benefits. For more info:
www.donate.sarweb.org

www.sarweb.org

Post Office Box 2188
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504
505-954-7200
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SAR Press: Walling In and Walling Out
In the latest Advanced Seminar volume from SAR Press, co-editors Laura McAtackney and
Randall McGuire ask a timely question: Why are we building new barriers to divide us?
intersection of race and class.” They make
visible a group’s ideas about who belongs
and who does not. But even as the authors
document the (sometimes literally) concrete
effects of xenophobia, they also describe the
agency of those kept in or shut out by walls,
who do everything from spray-painting
messages of protest to tearing down the
walls themselves. In the end, write the
authors, history teaches us that walls always
come down.

Bringing

together scholars
from the fields of
anthropology, archaeology, city and regional
planning, geography, and Latino and
Caribbean studies, Walling In and Walling Out
investigates examples of wall building around
the world, past and present. The authors
examine walls in and around neighborhoods
(Puerto Rico, Belfast, the Aida Refugee Camp)
and nations (Germany, Greece, the United
States, Mexico), along with the advanced
technologies that support contemporary
wall building. “At every scale,” write the
co-editors, “modern walls materialize at the

WALL MUR AL OF CONSTANCE DE
MARKIEVICZ AT THE JUNCTION OF FALLS
ROAD AND BEECHMOUNT AVENUE IN
NATIONALIST WEST BELFAST, 2016

Purchase Walling In and Walling Out and
explore all of our SAR Press publications at
sarweb.org/sar-press.

The School for Advanced Research gratefully acknowledges the very generous support
of the Paloheimo Foundation for publication of this newsletter.
The Foundation’s grant honors the late Leonora Paloheimo and her mother,
Leonora Curtin, who served on the board of managers of the School from 1933 to 1972.
Additional support provided by Ink & Images, Inc.

